
KS2 Curriculum Information – Term 2 

The following is an overview of the curriculum for juniors in the next term. There will be an 

assessment week in week 4 of this term. 

Subject Skills, knowledge and understanding 

Reading and 

Writing   

Upper Key Stage 2 (year 5&6) 
 
Key texts – ‘Over the Deep’ by Samantha Wilcoxson 
‘Illustrated Story of the Titanic’ by Steve Noon  
 
 
‘Over the Deep’ is the story of young Edwin who travels to a new life in 
America with his grandparents aboard the doomed Titanic. He meets the 
ships designer (Thomas Andrews) and owner (Bruce Ismay) and is even 
shown the bridge by Captain Smith before disaster strikes. Will Edwin and 
his family survive? 

In this unit the children will research the story of the Titanic and some of 
her best known passengers including ‘the unsinkable Molly Brown’.  

 

Writing opportunities 

 Biography of one of Bruce Ismay/Mollie Brown/ Thomas Andrews/ 

Captain Smith 

 Non-chronological report on the disaster – what led to the 

tragedy? 

 Fiction – diary entry for characters in story, letter’s from 

passengers 

 Recount/story form the lookouts who saw the iceberg 

 
 
Reading objectives: 

 Apply knowledge of morphology & etymology when reading new 

words 

 Reading & discuss a broad range of genres & texts 

 Draw inference & make predictions 

 Discuss authors’ use of language 

 Retrieve & present information  

from non-fiction texts. 

 Read a broad range of genres 

 Make comparisons within/across books 

 Support inferences with evidence  

 Summarising key points from texts 

 Discuss & explain reading, providing reasoned justifications for 

views 

 



 
 
 

Writing objectives: 
 

 Use a thesaurus 

 Legible, fluent handwriting 

 Develop character, setting and atmosphere in narrative 

 Use organisational & presentational features 

 Use consistent appropriate tense 

 Proof-reading 

 Use knowledge of morphology & etymology in spelling 

 Plan writing to suit audience & purpose; use models of writing 

 Select grammar & vocabulary for effect 

 Use a wide range of cohesive devices 

 Ensure grammatical consistency 

 
 
Lower Key Stage 2 (year 3&4) 
 
 
Fiction 
Key text – Fantastic Mr Fox – Roald Dahl 

Using Fantastic Mr Fox, children familiarise themselves with features of 

narrative; finding examples from the book & through role play & hot-

seating. Focus on direct speech & use the features & format they have seen 

to plan & write their own fantastic stories! 

 
 
Non-Fiction 
 
Key text – Dear Father Christmas – Alan Durant 

Christmas letters 

Children will take part in the build up to Christmas writing letters to Father 

Christmas to learn about tense and writing in the third person 

 
Writing opportunities 
 

 Describing characters from the story using an annotated poster 

 Writing conversations between characters in invented scenarios 

 Use quotations from the book to create a story map 

 Planning and writing a short story about an animal family and the 

mischief they get up to. 
 Writing a formal letter to Father Christmas 

 



Reading 

 Retell tales orally 

 Discuss words and phrases to capture the reader’s interest 

 Draw inferences about characters thoughts and feelings 

 Understand the job of different punctuation marks in reading , . ! ? 

 Use different ways of speaking to capture an audience’s interest. 
 
Writing 

 Develop detail of characters, setting and plot in a story. 

 Use the features of a text to plan and shape own writing. 

 Use and punctuate direct speech correctly. 

 Use legible handwriting, joined if appropriate. 

 Use paragraphs to show changes in event, time or place. 
 

Spelling, 

punctuation 

and grammar 

The National Curriculum sets out spelling objectives for upper juniors (Y5/6) 
and lower juniors (Y3/4). The children work towards achieving these 
objectives through weekly spelling lessons and through the teaching of 
spelling during writing and grammar work. In addition, the curriculum 
specifies both an upper and lower junior spelling list – known as the 
‘Common Exception Words’ (CEW). These form the basis for your child’s 
spelling homework. 
 
Some children will be part of a spelling catch-up programme called 
‘Precision Spelling’   
 
Spelling rules being taught this term include:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Y3/4 
Learning and practising the Year 

3/4 common exception words  

Specific focus on: 

Y3 
 

 Creating adverbs form 

different root words (e.g. 

ending ‘y’ ‘le’ ‘ic’ ‘al’) including 

exception words by using suffix 

‘ly’ 

 Common exception challenge 

words 

 

Y5/6 
Learning and practising the Year 

5/6 common exception words  

Specific focus on: 

Y5 

 Words containing silent letters 

 Modal verbs 

 Words ending ‘ment’ 

 Adverbs of possibility or 

frequency 

 Common exception challenge 

words 



Y4 

 Words ending with /shuhn/ 

sound spelt ‘sion’  ‘ssion’ ‘tion’ 

‘cian’ 

 Words spelt with’ ough’ to 

make a long /o/ /oo/ or /or/ 

sound 

 Common exception challenge 

words 

 

 

Y6 

 Words ending in ‘able’ ‘ably’ 

 Word families based on 

common words 

Creating diminutives using prefixes 

‘micro’ ‘mini’ 

 
Grammar and Punctuation:  
Upper Key Stage 2 (year 5&6) 
 

 Use expanded noun phrases 

 Use commas for clauses 

 Use brackets, dashes & commas for parenthesis 

 Use appropriate register/ style 

 Use full punctuation 

 

Lower Key Stage 2 (years 3&4) 
 

 Use paragraphs correctly in writing 

 Write using a consistent tense 
 Write using a consistent person 

 Correctly punctuated speech 

Handwriting  Children in Year 3/4 will have a weekly handwriting lesson designed to 

improve letter formation and to practise joining strategies for different 

letters. Children in Y5/6 will do extra practice as required. 

Mathematics Upper key stage 2 (years 5&6)  

The upper juniors will continue with some work on prime, square and cube 

numbers including investigations. Children in Year 6 will use the order of 

operations to investigate and carry out calculations with all four number 

operations. In the middle of the term our maths work will focus on the 

statistics strand of the curriculum. This includes work interpreting and 

constructing line graphs and pie charts and reading and interpreting 

information in tables such as timetables. Yr 6 children will look at the parts 

of a circle and investigate the relationship between the circumference of a 

circle and its diameter. In the second half of the term we will be looking at 

the how to calculate area, perimeter and (for Y6) the volume of different 

shapes such as rectilinear (including composite shapes), triangles and 

parallelograms. Year 6 children will look at how we can express the 

formulas for finding some key measurements of area and perimeter. In the 

final week of term, we will use our skills to investigate or solve problems 

with a festive theme. 

 

 

Lower key stage 2 (years 3&4)  

This term the lower juniors will be continuing to work on formal written 

methods of subtraction and mental strategies to take a single digit number 

away from a two digit number quickly. We will then be looking at 



multiplication and division using times tables and progressing into written 

strategies. 

Multiplication 

Tables 
NB for children in 

Y4 there will be a 

nationwide online 

multiplication 

tables test 

introduced in June 

2020 

Y3/4 Please help your child to learn their x tables - this is part of each 

child’s weekly homework. The curriculum target is that by the end of 

year 4, children should be able to recall multiplication facts up to 12x12.  

A weekly test in the same style as the national standard test will be done 

each week in school. More details can be found on the separate homework 

letter. 

 

Y5/6 Knowledge of times tables is essential for children in Year 5/6 who 

will be learning long methods of multiplication and division. They are also 

vital to calculating with, and simplifying, fractions and ratios. Please help 

your child to keep their tables knowledge up to date. 

 

Science  

This term we are focussing on materials and what things are made of. The 

younger juniors will investigate the properties or various materials and the 

older children will be investigating how materials can be altered including 

dissolving and melting. 

 

Humanities 

Topic 

The World War 2 topic continues this term. We will be investigating what 

makes a good shelter and designing and making our own. We will also 

investigate the life of Winston Churchill, plot the course of the war on a 

large scale map and finally look at the VE and VJ day celebrations and how 

people reacted to the end of the war. 

MFL 

(modern 

foreign 

languages) 

None this term 

RE 
 

Christianity and 

Humanism 

This unit is entitled ‘What does it mean to Christians if God is holy 

and loving?’ 

The children will consider what qualities a god might need if people 

are going to worship them. They will look at what Christians believe 

about God and understand terms such as omnipotent, omniscient, 

eternal, holy and loving. They will investigate bible texts to find 

evidence that Christians believe shows God to be holy or loving. We 

will compare these ideas with Humanist ideas about creating 

guidelines for how to best live our lives. We will discuss how 

followers of each might identify the advantages of their approach to 

life. 

PE If your child uses and asthma inhaler, please ensure one is handed 

into the office. 

PE kit needs to be in school all week.  

The children need – shorts, T-shirt, socks (especially for girls wearing 

tights), trainers, jogging bottoms and a fleece - in case of a cold day. It is 

vital that the children have appropriate kit in school in order to access and 

get the most out of these lessons. 

The main focus of lessons will be netball and basketball skills; indoor games 

such as Kurling and Boccia and gymnastic appartatus. 



 

PSHE In PHSE we will revisit the Firework Code; talk about Remembrance; hold 

a Children in Need event; discuss internet safety in relation to talking to 

our friends online and fake news. Our theme for worship this term is 

“Respect and Reverence” 

Art/DT Art will be linked to our WW2 topic and also we will be preparing for 

Christmas with lots of Christmas related art work. 

DT – again linked to our topic, the children will plan and build models of air 

raid shelters. 

Music and 

Drama 

The Christmas Production will be the main focus for this work as we learn 

our part s, learn the songs and some dances ready to perform during the 

last week of term. 

Computing 

 

The children will use the laptops to make power-point presentations, word 

process, create posters and present written work. They will also use maths 

Frame and other maths games to help with maths learning. 

 


